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Learning Outcomes

At the end of this lecture, students should be able to:
• describe the basic principles of user interface design
• describe the importance and use of interface standards in user interface design
• describe the four common approaches to evaluate user interfaces
• discuss the relationship between user interface design and requirements determination
• design efficient and effective navigation controls, input mechanisms, and output for ease 

of use, effective information retrieval, and support for user's tasks
• describe the unique issues related to designing user interfaces for mobile computing 

platforms
• discuss the international and cultural issues that can affect the design of human-

computer interaction layer
• describe how non-functional requirements may influence the actual design of the 

human-computer interaction layer
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Introduction

Interface design defines how the current system will interact with external entities 
(e.g., customers, users, other systems).
• System interfaces are machine-machine and are dealt with as parts of systems 

integration.
• User interfaces are human-computer and the focus of this lecture.
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Graphical User Interface (GUI)

• most common types of interfaces being used
• comprises of 3 fundamental parts (each are conceptually different but closely 

intertwined):
• navigation mechanism: the way in which users give instructions to the system and tells it 

what to do (e.g., buttons, menus)
• input mechanism: the way in which the system captures information (e.g., forms for adding 

new customers)
• output mechanism: the way in which the system provides information to the user or to other 

systems (e.g., reports, web pages)

• contain navigation mechanism, and most contain input and output mechanisms
• means navigation design, input design, and output design are tightly coupled; must be 

performed in an incremental and iterative manner
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Principles of UI Design

• Layout of the screen, form or report (the arrangement of items on screen)
• Content Awareness (how well the user understands the information contained)
• Aesthetics (how well does it appeal to the user)
• User Experience (balance or prioritize between ease of learning and ease of use 

to satisfy novices or experts)
• Consistency (similarity of presentation in different areas of the application)
• Minimal User Effort (speed of how fast tasks can be accomplished)
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Layout
• The arrangement of items on the screen
• Like items are grouped into areas

• Areas can be further subdivided
• Each area is self-contained
• Areas should have a natural intuitive flow

• Users from western nations tend to read from left to right and top to bottom
• Users from other regions may have different flows
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Layout
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Layout
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Content Awareness
• Applies to interface in general, to each screen, area on a screen and subareas as 

well
• Include titles on all interfaces
• Menus should show where user is and how user got there
• Areas should be well-defined, logically grouped together, and easily discernible 

visually
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Aesthetics
• Interfaces should be functional, inviting to use, and pleasing to the eye
• Simple minimalist designs are generally better
• White space is important to provide separation
• Acceptable information density ∝ user's experience

• novice users prefer lower density
• expert users prefer higher density

• Text design: size, serif vs. sans serif, use of capital letters
• Colors and patterns (e.g., red on blue does not work well)

• should be used carefully and only when they serve purpose
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Aesthetics
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Example of High-Density UI



PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Aesthetics
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• Serif typefaces have decorative slab-like 
appendages (serifs) on the ends of certain 
letter strokes. 

• Sans-serif typefaces have straight letter strokes 
that do not end in serifs.

• In monospace (also called constant width) 
typefaces, all characters take up the same 
amount of space on a line.

• Cursive fonts emulate a script or handwritten 
appearance.

• Fantasy fonts are purely decorative and would 
be appropriate for head-lines and other display 
type.

Generic Font Families



PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

User Experience
• Ease of learning

• Significant issue for inexperienced users
• Relevant to systems with larger user population

• Ease of use
• Significant issue for expert users
• Most important in specialized systems

• Ease of learning and ease of use are related
• Complementary: lead to similar design decisions
• Conflicting: designer must choose whether to satisfy novices or experts
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Consistency
• Extremely important concept in making the system simple

• Allows users to predict what is going to happen
• All parts of the system work in the same way
• Users learn how one portion works and immediately apply it to others

• Key areas of consistency are
• Navigation controls
• Terminology – use the same descriptors on forms and reports
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PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

Minimal User Effort
• Interfaces should be designed to minimize required effort to accomplish tasks
• A common rule is the three-clicks rule

• Users should be able to go from main menu of a system to the information they want in no 
more than three mouse clicks
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Principles of UI Design
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User Interface Design Process

The UI design process consists of 5 steps. This process is iterative, and analysts may 
move back and forth between these steps.
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USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Use Scenario Development
• Use scenarios to outline steps performed by users to accomplish some part of 

their work
• Use scenario: one path through an essential use case
• Presented in a simple narrative description
• Document the most common cases so interface designs will be easy to use for 

those situations
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USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Structure Design
The navigation structure defines the basic components of the interface and how they work together to 
provide functionality to users. 
Windows Navigation Diagram (WND)
• used to show how all the screens, forms, and reports used by the system are related and how the user 

moves from one to another.
• most systems have several WNDs, one for each major part of the system.
• similar to behavioral state machines, but WNDs model state changes of UI (behavioral state machines 

model state changes of an object)
• each UI state is represented as a box (corresponds to a UI component, e.g., window, form, button, 

report)
• arrows represent transitions

• single arrow indicates no return to calling state
• double arrow represents a required return

• stereotypes (text item enclosed with guillemets/angle brackets (<< >>) represent type of UI component 
of a box on the diagram
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USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Structure Design
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USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Standards Design
Interface standards are basic design elements found across the system UI.

Standards are needed for:
• Interface metaphor – defines how an interface will work (e.g., shopping cart 

stores selected items for purchase)
• Interface objects – the fundamental building blocks of a system (e.g., classes)
• Interface icons – used to represent interface objects, actions & their status (e.g., 

deleted, overdrawn)
• Interface templates – defines general appearance of all screens in the 

information system and the paper-based forms and reports that are used
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USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Standards Prototyping
Interface design prototyping involves creating mock-ups or simulations of computer 
screens, forms, and reports.

4 common approaches (listed in increasing detail): 
• Storyboard: hand-drawn pictures of what the screens will look like
• Windows layout diagram: a computer-generated storyboard that more closely 

resembles the actual interface
• HTML prototype: web pages linked with hypertext
• Language prototype: more sophisticated than HTML

• built in the programming language with no real functionality
• user does not have to guess about the final appearance of the screen
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USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Standards Prototyping
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Sample Windows Layout Diagram

Sample Storyboard



USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Standards Prototyping
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Sample Combined Windows Navigation and Layout Diagrams



USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Standards Prototyping
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• Easy to develop executable UI prototypes for 
users to interact with by clicking on buttons and 
entering pretend data into forms

• Note: data is never processed; there is no system 
behind pages

• UI prototypes can take longer to develop, but 
can show exactly what the screens will look like

• One potential issue when developing UI 
prototypes:
• user's expectations of when the system be 

completed can become unrealistic
• need to be carefully managed, or else even a system 

that meets all its specifications can still end up 
being a failure

Sample UI Prototype



USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Evaluation
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• Goal: understand how to improve interface design before system is complete
• Have as many people as possible to evaluate the interface
• Ideally done while system is being designed (before it is built)

• Help identify and correct problems easily
• Designs will likely go through several changes after the users see it for the first time



USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Interface Evaluation
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Approaches to UI Evaluation:
• Heuristic – compare the design to known principles or rules of thumb
• Walkthrough evaluation – design team presents prototype to the users and 

explains how it works
• Interactive – the users work with the prototype with a project team leader
• Formal Usability Testing – performed in labs with users on a language prototype



Common Sense Approach to UI Design

• Users should not have to think about how to navigate the UI
• Number of clicks should relate to the complexity of the task and should be 

unambiguous
• Minimize number of words on the screen
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Navigation Design

• The component that enables the user to navigate through the system
• Also provides messages of success or failure of actions performed
• Make it simple so that the user never really notices
• Basic principles:

• Prevent the user from making mistakes
• Simplify recovery for the user when mistakes are made
• Use a consistent grammar order (e.g., File → Open instead of Open → File)
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Navigation Design
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Navigation Design

Types of Navigation Controls
• Language

• Command language – user types in a command to be executed
• Natural language – system interprets the user's language

• Menus
• User is presented a list of choices
• Comes in different forms (e.g., menu bars, popups, dropdowns)

• Direct manipulation (e.g., drag and drop)
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Types of Menus
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Types of Menus
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Types of Menus
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Messages

The use of messages is how the system informs the user of the status of an 
interaction.
• error messages – user did something that is not permitted
• confirmation messages (e.g., "Are you sure?")
• acknowledgment messages (e.g., "Order entered")
• delay messages – provides feedback to the user that the process is running
• help messages – provides additional information about system to assist the user 

in performing a task
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Messages
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Navigation Design Documentation

The design of the navigation for a system is done using WNDs and real use cases.
• real use cases are derived from essential use cases, use scenarios, and WNDs

• essential use cases describe only the minimum essential issues necessary to understand the 
required functionality

• real use case describes a specific set of steps that a user performs to use a specific part of a 
system

• essential use cases evolve into real use cases by specifying them in terms of the 
actual UI
• given peculiarities of different platforms (e.g., desktops, tablets, smartphones), real use cases 

will need to be developed for each platform on which the use case is being deployed
• normal flow of events, sub-flows, and alternative/exceptional flows must be modified
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Input Design

Inputs facilitate data entry into a computer system, whether highly structured data or 
unstructured information.
• structured: dates, names, products, etc.
• unstructured: comments, descriptions

Input design means designing the screens used to enter the information as well as any 
forms on which users write or type information (e.g., timecards, expense claims).
• The goal of input mechanism is to simply and easily capture accurate information for the 

system. 
• The fundamental principles for input design reflect the nature of the inputs (whether 

batch or online) and ways to simplify their collection.
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INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Online Processing vs. Batch Processing
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2 general formats for entering inputs into a computer system:
• online processing/transaction processing

• each input item (e.g., customer order, purchase order) is entered into the system individually, 
usually at the same time as the event/transaction prompting the input

• computer system supporting that process uses online processing to immediately record the 
transaction in the appropriate database(s)

• e.g., when checking book out of library, electronic funds transfer (EFT)

• batch processing
• all inputs collected over some time period are gathered and input into the system at one time 

in a batch (e.g., hourly payrolls – timecards are gathered in batches and processed at once); 
processing of one batch is often called a job

• also used for transaction processing systems that do not require real-time information (e.g., 
customer billing systems)



INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Online Processing vs. Batch Processing
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Online Processing Batch Processing

• system requires users to be constantly connected 
to the system throughout use

• extra hardware requirements, devices, etc. makes 
it more expensive

• errors are revealed immediately and can be acted 
upon swifter (errors in batch processing only 
surface during processing)

• allows a business to process jobs at the times of 
day when computer resources are not being used 
fully (saves cost of computer doing very little)

• companies can ensure that vital tasks which need 
immediate attention (e.g., online services) can use 
the computer resources as and when needed

• only requires a simpler computer system without 
complex hardware or software (does not require 
much maintenance compared to real-time systems) 
⇒ less expensive to afford

• less human interaction ⇒ data entry methods used 
tend to be more accurate



INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Batch Processing Advantages
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• allows a business to process jobs at the times of day when computer resources 
are not being used fully (saves cost of computer doing very little)
• companies can ensure that vital tasks which need immediate attention (e.g., 

online services) can use the computer resources as and when needed
• only requires a simpler computer system without complex hardware or software 

(does not require much maintenance compared to real-time systems)
• less human interaction ⇒ data entry methods used tend to be more accurate



INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Online Processing Advantages
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• allows for immediate data entry and processing as they are received instead of 
waiting between time intervals for the next processing cycle
• faster data access than batch processing

• data is searched using direct access instead of sequential access
• direct access is simply the ability to go straight to the record without having to read all the 

previous records

• more common as more services are being deployed online rather than in-person



INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Online Processing vs. Batch Processing
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When to use:
• online processing/transaction processing

• most used when it is important to have real-time information about business process
• e.g., when book is borrowed, no one else can borrow that book for some time
• other examples: supermarket checkouts, interrogating databases for an employee's details, 

automatic stock control

• batch processing
• simplifies data communications process and often saves in communication costs, but 

information is only accurate at the time when batch has been processed



INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Capture Data at the Source
Problems with traditional manual systems that operate on paper forms:
• expensive; duplicates work (form is filled out twice, once by hand, once by keyboard)
• increases processing time; paper forms must be physically moved through the process
• increases cost and probability of error, because it separates entry from processing of 

information
• may misread handwriting on input form, incorrect data entry, or original input can contain error 

that invalidates information

Capture the data in an electronic format at its original source or as close to the original 
source as possible.
• most current transaction processing systems are designed to capture data at its source
• if not feasible (i.e., automatic systems incapable of collecting a lot of information), next 

best option is to capture data immediately from source using a trained entry operator
• forms for capturing information (on screen, on paper, etc.) should match natural flow of 

information from data source, and data-entry forms should match paper forms used to 
initially capture the data 44



INPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Minimize Keystrokes
Another important principle is to minimize keystrokes.
• keystrokes cost time and money, whether they are performed by a customer, user, or 

trained data-entry operator
• system should never ask for information that can be obtained in another way (e.g., by 

retrieving it from a database or by performing a calculation)
• system should also not require users to type information that can be selected from a list

• selecting reduces errors and speeds entry

In many cases, some fields have values that often recur.
• These frequent values should be used as the default value for the field so that the user 

can simply accept the value and not have to retype it time and time again.
• examples of default values: current date, billing address (based on customer's residence)
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Input Types

• Text boxes for alphanumeric information
• Number boxes with automatic formatting

• e.g., (US) enter a phone number as 3451236789; automatically formats as (345)-123-6789
• (MY) enter a phone number as 0192345678; automatically formats as 019-234 5678

• Password boxes that hide characters with stars (or bullet symbols) and do not 
allow cutting or copying
• Selection boxes

• Checkboxes when several items can be selected
• Radio buttons when items are mutually exclusive
• List boxes to present a set of choices
• Sliders – a pointer that can be moved along a scale
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Input Types
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Text Box: Password

Text Box: Regular Text



Input Types
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Check box Radio button



Input Types
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Dropdown List Box

Slider



Types of Selection Boxes
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Input Validation

• Data should be validated prior to entry to ensure accuracy
• Do not accept invalid data (e.g., input text when a number is required)

Validation checks:
• completeness
• format (e.g., DD/MM/YYYY)
• range (e.g., a number falls within a minimum and maximum value)
• check sum digit – reduces errors in entering numbers
• consistency – data are related
• database check – does not violate entity or referential integrity
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Types of Input Validation
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Output Design

Outputs are what the system produces (e.g., on screen, on paper, in other media 
such as the Web). 
• considered most visible part of system; a primary reason for using an information 

system is to access the information that it produces
• goal of output mechanism: present information to users so that they can 

accurately understand it with the least effort
• fundamental principles of output design reflect how the outputs are used and 

ways to make it simpler for users to understand them
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OUTPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Understand Report Usage
• Understand how reports are used (i.e., their purposes)
• In most cases, reports are used to identify specific terms or used as references to 

find information
• Order in which items are sorted on the report or grouped within categories is 

critical – particularly important for design of electronic or Web-based reports
• Frequency of report can also play an important role in its design and distribution

• Real-time reports provide data that are accurate to the second/minute at which they were 
produced

• Batch reports report historical information that may be months, days, or hours old; provide 
additional information beyond reported information (e.g., totals, summaries, historical 
averages)

• Advantages lie only in the time value of the information
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OUTPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Manage Information Load
• Goal of well-designed report: provide all information needed to support the task 

for which it was designed
• Does not mean report needs to provide all available information on the subject; just what the 

users decide they need in order to perform their jobs
• May mean producing several different reports on the same topics for the same users because 

they are used in different ways – this is not a bad design

• Information should be provided in a format that is usable without modification
• User should not need to resort the report's information

• Instead, critical information should be highlighted so that users can find it more easily amid a 
mass of data, or perform additional mathematical calculations
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OUTPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Minimize Bias
• Bias can be very subtle; analysts can introduce it unintentionally

• e.g., how data is sorted (i.e., alphabetical order, chronological order, numerical order, etc.) 
can make it such that those that appear first receive more attention than those later in the 
list

• Graphical displays and reports
• Scale on the graph axes is particularly subject to bias
• For most graph types, scale should always begin at zero; otherwise, comparisons among 

values can be misleading
• With pie charts, 3D pie charts can make the slices nearer the front appear larger
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OUTPUT DESIGN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

Minimize Bias
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Bias in Graphs



Types of Outputs

• Detail reports: users need full information
• Summary reports: details are aggregated (e.g., sums, averages)
• Exception reports: documents instances when actual performance deviates 

significantly from expectations, usually in negative direction
• Turnaround reports: outputs turn around and become inputs
• Graphs: for easy visual comparison
• Media for reports can be electronic (seen on screen) or hard copy (printed on 

paper)
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Types of Reports
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Mobile Computing and UI Design

• Smaller devices have limited space, touch screens, and haptic feedback
• Necessitate design from ground up, not simply porting a web interface already 

designed for a larger computer
• Capabilities of devices vary widely and are used everywhere under highly variable 

conditions (ambient light and noise levels)
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Suggestions for Mobile Design

• Focus on user needs, not user wants
• Focus on tasks that users need to perform when they are in the mobile context – good example of 

a nonfunctional requirement (mobile computing) affecting possible functional requirements
• Remove all "fluff" from big websites; strip it down to essentials

• Alternatively, provide a complete mobile version of application/website to user
• UI can be different, but functionality should stay the same

• Utilize the capabilities of the device (e.g., built-in GPS, accelerometers, etc.)
• Make things vertically scrollable, not horizontally
• Optimize mobile application for user, for example..

• Reduce interactions with the network to the extent possible
• Reduce need to type, scroll or tap frequently (e.g., with speech recognition capability)

• Make use of reusable patterns (e.g., vertically stacking web pages)

61
* See Jenifer Tidwell, Designing Interfaces: Patterns for Effective Design, 2nd Ed. (Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly, 2010).



Social Media and UI Design

Like mobile computing, each social media platform has its own capabilities and challenges. 
Social media platforms range from:
• sites that allow one to upload material to them (e.g., Flickr, YouTube)
• sites that support a virtual existence in the metaverse (e.g., Box Critters, Among Us)

Important considerations:
• Who is the target audience?

• What are their needs (desires)? 
• May need to hunt through the Web in places like blogs or other social media outlets to root out 

requirements; typical approaches such as interviews and observation don't work in this case
• What is the purpose of the application? 

• i.e., type of social media presence; e.g., marketing channel

• Which type of social media works best for your functional requirements?
• e.g., blogs for longer status updates; Telegram or Twitter for short update bursts 62



Guidelines for Social Media

• Post and update information often
• Use a combination of push and pull approaches
• Keep your sites synchronized to the extent possible
• Allow customers to share your content

• Provide a voting or "like" mechanism to encourage customers to become involved in your site

• Design the site for longer term engagement
• Build a sense of community – users "belong" to something
• Consider international and cultural issues
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Games, Gamification and UI Design

Games have been around for a very, very long time. They have been very successful 
in many different areas because they are fun and engaging.

When applying games to business situations, there are two general approaches to 
consider:
• development of games that support business processes

• Traditionally used primarily with academic simulations
• However, given popularity of games, business games are being developed and deployed to 

increase customer and employee engagement

• gamification of business processes
• Gamification deals with applying gaming mechanics to non-gaming situations
• been used to redesign classrooms and to support learning, and, like games, it too has been 

used to increase customer and employee engagement
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Applications from Games in Developing 
Engaging UIs
• Games are about creating a user experience

• Focus more on intrinsic benefits over extrinsic benefits (i.e., the want to play should not feel 
forced)

• Make it fun

• Game experiences are all about the ideas and themes woven throughout the 
game
• Game developers worry a lot about the player (user)

• worry about tasks in which users will be engaged, as well as about the individual 
psychological and cognitive differences among different users – applies to both different 
types of customers and employees

• Game developers tend to try and build a community around the game
• users have a built-in support mechanism this way

• Consider aesthetics in game design
• without focus on aesthetics, the expected experience from customers or employees may be 

less than desirable/they may be discouraged from returning 65



International and Cultural Issues in UI Design

With the World Wide Web, virtually any firm can have a global presence. 
With this capability, a form must be cognizant of a set of international and cultural issues. 
These issues include:
• Multilingual requirements

• language, length of messages in some languages (e.g., English > French/Spanish), reading direction

• The meaning of certain colors
• different cultures view color representations differently (e.g., red: anger/excitement in US, 

authority in UK, good luck in China)
• Cultural differences

• Hall's and Hofstede's dimensions for effective user interface design*
• Hall: Speed of messages, context, time
• Hofstede: Power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism vs. collectivism, masculinity vs. 

femininity

66
* See Geert Hofstede, Culture’s Consequences: Comparing Values, Behaviors, Institutions and Organizations Across Nations, 2nd Ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 
2001); Geert Hofstede, Gert Jan Hofstede, and Michael Minkov, Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, 3rd Ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2010); 
Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture (New York: Anchor Books, 1981).



INTERNATIONAL AND CULTURAL ISSUES IN UI DESIGN

Multilingual Requirements: Translation
Rules to follow to ease translation to other languages:
• Keep the writing short and simple; much easier to avoid mistranslations
• Avoid humor, jargon, slang, clichés, puns, analogies, and metaphors

• These tend to be too culturally specific
• Likely to lose underlying point being made in translation

• Use good grammar
• Punctuate everything correctly; ignoring such can make translating more difficult especially 

for automated translation systems
• Do not depend on automated spelling and grammar checkers to enforce this
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HALL'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Speed of Messages
The speed of messages deals with how fast a member of a culture is expected to 
understand a message and how "deep" the content of a typical message will be in a 
culture.
• deeper message content ⇒ longer time for a member of a culture to understand 

the message
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HALL'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Context
Context deals with level of implicit information used in the culture vs. information 
needing to be made explicit.
• In high-context cultures, most information is known intrinsically and does not 

have to be made explicit (actual content of message is fairly limited)
• In low-context cultures, everything must be spelled out explicitly to avoid any 

ambiguity (message needs to be very detailed)
• Can be a problem when closing business deals
• e.g., In western societies, lawyers want everything spelled out. However, this 

practice may be considered insulting in most Eastern societies.
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HALL'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Time
Time addresses how a culture deals with many different things going on 
simultaneously.
• Polychronic time culture: members of the culture tend to do many things 

simultaneously, but are easily distracted and view time commitments as very 
flexible
• Monochromic time culture: members of the culture solve many things by 

focusing on one thing at a time, are single-minded, and consider time 
commitments as something that is set in stone
• Example of impact:

• When designing for a polychronic culture, liberal use of pop-up messages might be fun and 
engaging. In a monochromic culture, pop-up messages annoy the user (viewed as unwanted 
interruptions).
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HOFSTEDE'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Power Distance
Power distance addresses how the distribution of social power is dealt with in the 
culture.
• Cultures with high power distance

• members of the culture believe in the authority of the social hierarchy
• examples of what is considered important: "greatness" of leaders of the firm, use of "proper 

titles" for members of the firm, posting of testimonials on behalf of the firm by "prominent" 
members of society

• Cultures with low power distance
• members of the culture believe that power should be more equally distributed
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HOFSTEDE'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Uncertainty Avoidance
Uncertainty avoidance addresses to what degree a culture is comfortable with 
uncertainty.
In cultures with high uncertainty avoidance,
• members avoid taking risks, value tradition, and are much more comfortable in a 

rule-driven society
• more information (e.g., firm's and product's history and tradition) or safety 

assurance (e.g., free trials, abundance of customer service) is expected
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HOFSTEDE'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Individualism vs. Collectivism
Individualism vs. collectivism is based on the level of emphasis the cultures place on the 
individual or the collective/group. 
For example,
• North America & Europe: individualism is rewarded
• East Asia: believed to be more successful through focusing on optimizing the group (i.e., 

group is most important)

Collective society
• presenting information on services and how the community is supported are very 

important characteristics
Individualistic society
• providing support for personalization of user's experience and privacy policy is important
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HOFSTEDE'S DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UI DESIGN

Masculinity vs. Femininity
Masculinity vs. femininity addresses how well masculine and feminine 
characteristics are valued by the culture, not how men and women are treated by 
the culture.
• Masculine culture: 

• assertive, aggressive, and competitive characteristics are valued
• focus effectiveness of firm's products is essential

• Feminine culture:
• encouraging, compassionate, thoughtful, gentle, and cooperative are valued
• focus on more affective, intangible aspects of the firm, its members, and its products is more 

appropriate
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Influence of Non-functional Requirements on 
Human-Computer Interaction Layer Design
• Operational Requirements

• choice of hardware and software platforms
• system integration and portability
• technologies that can be used (e.g., GUI, 2- or 3-button mouse)

• Performance Requirements (mostly focused on speed requirements being 
paramount)
• mobile computing and web browsing inject additional performance obstacles

• Security Requirements
• appropriate log-on controls and possibly encryption
• wireless networks are especially vulnerable

• Political & Cultural Requirements
• e.g., date formats, colors, and currencies
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Summary

This lecture has covered the following:
• Principles of User Interface Design
• User Interface Design Process
• Navigation Design
• Input and Output Design
• Mobile Computing and UI Design
• Social Media and UI Design
• Games, Gamification, and UI Design
• International and Cultural Issues and UI Design
• Nonfunctional Requirements and HCI Layer Design
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